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what’s on – review of 2011

2011: It’s time to
read all about it!
JANUARY
MILTON Keyes Gallery kick off the new year with a
‘loch’ at a creature whose legend has run for years
and years. But does the Loch Ness Monster really
exist?
Gerard Byrne’s show, the not-so-catchy
‘Case Study: Loch Ness (Some possiblities and
problems)’ didn’t do much to prove the creature,
or dismiss the legend...
The seventh annual Stony Words Festival is GO!
and there is no shortage of things to get stuck into
– literally, if you booked up for the Burns Night
Supper!
A Bard To Verse open mic night, literary quiz,
Scribal Gathering special and singers get-together
were among the many ways to warm up on chilly
January nights.
Was it purr-fect harmony, or did claws engage at
the annual Viking Club Cat Show in Stantonbury?
We’re not going to be catty about it!
FEBRUARY
THE History of Milton Keynes in 100 Objects is
a new exhibition, which will be split into bits and
pieces.
The ﬁrst 15 objects are shown at MK Library this
month. Exhibits include a tusk from the StraightTusked Elephant.
This beast looked not dissimilar to the African
Elephant, but reached twice its size, and it roamed
these parts once upon a time...
Also showing, the Bradwell Abbey Great Seal
Matrix, and the exploded rotor of an Enigma
Machine.
It’s Valentine’s Day, and the RSPCA get in on the
act too, with a session of speed dating for moggies
and potential new owners.
Ace kiddies author Jacqueline Wilson is in town
too, and the ﬁrst ever Bard of Stony Stratford is
appointed.
Step forward Ian Freemantle.
The curtain rises on AIM’s latest show, Animal
Carnival, and The Cock and Bull Real Beer Festival
puts the wet stuff down the hatch.
MARCH
AT The Song Loft in Stony Stratford it is down to
Pete Coe to entertain us.
Lucky he has been at this music making malarkey
for four decades, then.
It’s a case of out with the February doom, and in
with the giggles when Ian Moore, Gerry K and Geoff
Norcott visit the Comedy Club, and a photographic
exhibition hosted at the Blank Canvas Gallery at
the Buszy features some stark pictures from the
abandoned town of Pripyat, close to the Chernobyl
Nuclear Power Plant.
Stark and powerful, Michelle Williams and
Stephen Dean brought them to attentions.

APRIL
TREVOR Jeavons spent years working in art
therapy, and has now published a book on his
work, and ﬁndings.
Healing Art and Young People is released to
glowing praise too.
Not that Trevor has only one string to his bow.
Around Stony he is known as a muso, and shows
off his other creative side at The Fox & Hounds...
There is something of a Poetry Kapow at
Madcap in Wolverton and art is busting out all
over the new city, with great exhibitions at MK
Gallery, courtesy of Gareth Jones, at Stani in Stony
Stratford, at AIM in thecentre:mk and at artworksmk.
What a creative lot you are!
MAY
THE Arts & Heritage Open Place programme is
a 10 day-long session of walks, talks, exhibitions,
workshops, concerts and artist demonstrations.
Talk about something for everyone...
Late new city artist John Butterworth is
remembered with an exhibition at AIM Gallery,
and MK City Orchestra hosts the annual Mayor of
Milton Keynes Concert.
The ‘forbidden glamour of a bygone era’ is
promised at the launch of new CMK venue The
Greene Room, and the stars come out to play for
Collectormania 17.
Alex Kingston, Anthony Head and Robert
Patrick were some of the famous faces scribbling
autographs at stadium:mk during Collectormania,
along with stars from Only Fools and Horses.
Historic venue Bletchley Park holds its annual
Forties Festival and the Newton Longville Festival
of Transport gets into gear.
JUNE
CALVERTON Manor will soon appear on TV’s
Restoration Home, but the Living Archive are one
step ahead, and issue ‘Calverton Manor Farm...a
century of memories’.
Like history, and you’ll love this page-turner.
Stony Live has dozens and dozens of events
happening all over the town in a 10 day period.
Say what you like, but this ‘jewel in the crown’ of
Milton Keynes certainly knows how to enjoy itself...
Those of you who watch The Only Way Is Essex
(and we most certainly don’t help the viewing
ﬁgures) will have been pleased to see Joey Essex
step up at V Lounge.
The ﬁrst annual MK Tattoo Convention makes
its mark at stadium:mk while across town in Stony
Stratford, MK Chorale hosts its summer concert.
The annual Waterside Festival makes a splash in
more ways than one in Great Linford.
MK City Orchestra holds its season ﬁnale with
special guest soprano Cheryl Hawkins and in
Castlethorpe the biennial Open Gardens event is

FORBIDDEN GLAMOUR: The Greene Room
opened its doors in May



READING FROM HER OWN PAGE:
Jacqueline Wilson

back, complete with scarecrow trail.
JULY
ART is busting out all over with new exhibitions at
MK G, AIM and Stani Gallery, and snooker stars
take their ‘cue’ and head to Middleton Hall for
Sportsmania.
It’s not only snooker aces Steve Davis, Dennis
Taylor and Ray Reardon, mind – Bobby George,
Lester Piggott and Bob Champion are among the
other sporters stepping up.
Rob Badcock, former principal of Milton Keynes
College, issues his debut page-turner, Big Frog
(available now in Waterstone’s, Midsummer Place).
“It is a crossover novel for Milton Keynes that is
primarily aimed at teens, but will also appeal to an
adult market with a sense of humour, who like a
good read,” Rob says.
The Poet-Tree-Alliance makes its presence felt.
It is a new initiative to support all new-city based
artists and players.
AUGUST
IF you think taking the pet pooch for a walk is a bit
of a trauma, pity those keepers at Woburn Safari
Park who are currently ensuring that Chandika and
Damini are getting their daily exercise with a stroll
around the grounds.
Only problem is that Chandika and Damini are
elephants...if they don’t want to move, you ain’t
moving them!
AIM Art Gallery is going pott(er)y this month,
with an exhibition by Bucks Pottery and Sculpture
Society, and in Campbell Park, The Parks Trust
host a three day ﬁlm festival, showing classics like
Ghostbusters, Toy Story and South Paciﬁc.
SEPTEMBER
BRADWELL Abbey brings some Medieval horror to
the fore, as part of the Heritage weekend...but did
you know that St Mary’s Chapel is the only place in
the whole country where you can see medieval wall
paintings of pilgrims?
Bestselling author John Connolly arrives at
Waterstone for a talk about his new book The
Burning Soul.
Katie Price launches her new magazine
featuring such engrossing features like Rated or
Slated, her views on celebrity style.
She visits WHSmith in MK to promote it...
grrrrr....
Art by Anna Barriball takes centre stage at MK
G
OCTOBER
TRINKET hunters make the most of the MK HandMade & Vintage Fair in Middleton Hall.
We plump for some lavender goodies, and one of
those vinyl record fruit bowl numbers.
How about you?
City-based writer Carole Matthews is a
whizz at delivering chick-lit and her readability
is still pristine when she delivers Wrapped Up In
You.
Hula Animal Sanctuary hosts an Animal Blessing
Day and the annual Zombie Crawl in Stony
Stratford is a blood curdling affair. Perfect.
It’s not all rock n roll for Ronnie Wood, and the
Rolling Stones ace presents a selection of his
artwork at Castle Galleries.

NOVEMBER
MITTENS and scarves are donned for the annual
ﬁrework spectacular in Campbell Park, but
we aren’t only looking to the sky this month
– plenty take the opportunity to look back during
Archaeology Day at the Central Library.
thecentre:mk presents its famous annual
display, this time Middleton Hall is transformed
into a Dickesian themed Olde English Christmas.
Fans ﬂock to meet funnyman Lee Evans at
Waterstone’s in Midsummer Place, and the big
Christmas switch on begins – in Bletchley, Gareth
Gates ﬂicks the switch, while Stony Stratford
presents a day of tradition.
DECEMBER
SADLY, AIM Gallery presents its last exhibition at
its base in thecentre:mk, but the sterling supporter
of local art promises to return.
The sights, sounds, smells and tastes of a
bygone era are brought to life at the Victorian
Christmas event at MK Museum.
Santa is a busy fella in December, we all know
that, but the red-suited wonder found time to pop
up at events all over the city.
At Frosts Garden Centre, Santa isn’t the only
special guest...reindeer and camels are an unlikely,
but very real sight!
Now, if you’ve any left after the New Year
festivities, raise a glass of bubbly to another
exciting year of exhibitions, events and visitors.
And rest assured that GO! will continue to be
your ﬁnger on the pulse of all that is happening...

RONNIE WOOD: He’s got
the blues
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2011:A musical feast with plenty
of this,that and the other!

JANUARY
THE fabulous Burns Unit play at The Stables in
Wavendon, and guitarist King Creosote ﬁlls in our
favoured Cue and Play, writes Sammy Jones.
His cheesiest disc? Edam and the Ants, he
says. What a Brie-lliant answer!
Medical Records is based in Milton Keynes and
has signed a couple of tasty propositions.
Mike Rea’s brainchild delivers exceptional
sounds from Karl Phillips & The Midnight
Ramblers, and rock-rousers Kilto Take.
Classic Rock Magazine hosts a fantastic feature
on Del Bromham’s Stray.
Post-punk, new-wave mob Apple Shift Seven
have their debut long-player ready to go.
It sounds like ‘The Dickies, Minutemen, Mission
of Burma, Graham Coxon and The Clash, written
by Sonic Youth and the Carry On team,’ they say.
FEBRUARY
THE Ultra Vegas brand is out on the road again,
and the fun and sounds will roll up in Bedford.
“If you’ve been to Time Out before, you’ll know
what it’s all about...an amazing venue and sound
system, and it is rammed every single week,” DJ
Jason Jay told us.
Nu Klear has a four-track EP that he wants you
to listen to: “My sound is unique in the way that
I infuse other genres of music yet still produce
hype, energetic, head rattling grime beats,”

MARCH
NEWPORT fella Dan Haycock worked under the
name A Million Chameleons for his debut album
Chief Engineer of a Sprained Science, which is
out this month, and we give a big thumbs up to
F-Tizzle’s latest delivery, Hard Times.
In Newport Pagnell, a new venue opens.
The Watershed sits in the same spot as the
much missed Electra Cinema, and promises
lots of the obscure, and plenty of something for
everyone in the daytime – as a petite coffee den, it
will serve up cups of the hot stuff while you peruse
a range of independent books, or simply have a
natter.
And then, when the sun goes down?
Music, open mic nights and comedy roll.

APRIL
URBAN muso Wretch 32 is in town.
He goes live in the Ice Room at Oceana.
The third annual Fragfest bash is a success at
The Craufurd Arms, and Krautrock pioneer Damo
Suzuki, lead singer with 70s mob Can, plays a date
at the Buszy.
New promotion There Is A Light launches at The
Slug & Lettuce, and we celebrate Record Store
Day with the nearest vinyl stockist we can ﬁnd...
Spun Out, in Northampton.
We can’t be the only ones who still like getting
into the groove, can we?
My Passion ink a deal with Spinefarm Records,
and the band, featuring new city fella Jamie
Nicholls celebrate by issuing new opus, Inside This
Machine.
Whitesnake guitarist Doug Aldrich pops to
Marshall Amps, where he hosts a masterclass.

MAY
OUR Man in the Bronze Age have been away too
long, and we realise just how much we’ve missed
them when they debut a new line-up and a new
set at The Craufurd Arms.
Irish rockers The Answer tell us about the music
that makes them happy, and the bands that don’t:
“Kings of Leon is the sound of today’s ultra cool
castrated rock...we like our rock with some balls!
guitarist Paul Mahon says.
Friend of City Nights, Adam Ficek is back in his
hometown. For one night only.
The former Babyshamble has carved out a
super successful career as a DJ, and shows us
what he is made of at Electrindie.
We enjoy an exclusive chat with Queen legend
Brian May, who shows himself to be one of
the most unaffected, genuine people we’ve
interviewed in a long time.
He joins with vocalist Kerry Ellis and plays MK
Theatre with the show Anthems.
Despite that gargantuan body of work in
Queen, he would like to be remembered for his
work in animal welfare: “It is getting that way,” he
admitted, “When I die, if I feel like I have made any
difference whatsoever in the way the rest of the
animals on this planet are treated, then I will die
happy...”
JUNE
THE Dollar Shake promotion presents rawkin’ and
a rollin’ from The Silver Brazilians, whose language
is more spicy than a hot curry!
But while they dazzle at The Slug & Lettuce,
dubstep rules at the SNO!bar with Reso at the
helm.
Black Spiders front man Pete Spiby lets us
rummage through his vinyl and tells us that his
most prized opus is Appetite for Destruction:
“Every time you listen to it, you hear something
different.
Shine A Light goes festival mad, as do we,
with a trip to Download where we have a close
encounter with a member of Gwar. Yikes!
JULY
170,000 punters made tracks to MK for a weekend

THE ‘IN’ COLOUR FOR SUMMER:
Gold, of course, as worn by My Passion,
above, and Our Man in the Bronze Age

of dates at The National Bowl in the company of
Foo Fighters.
The shows sold-out within hours of going on
sale, and on a sunny afternoon City Nights was on
site when Dave Grohl and his cohorts ran through
soundcheck...we were there when Roger Taylor
arrived too, which blew that surprise!
Biffy Clyro were handpicked by the Foos to
support, and drummer Ben Johnston recalled
being taken by surprise by the Grohl-meister for
the ﬁrst time: “We were at The Hove Festival in
Norway, and I was playing, turned around and saw
Dave crouched by the side, watching.
“That is right up there with one of those s***
yourself moments, without a
doubt!” he said.
JLS, Olly Murs and Alexis Jordan
become the ﬁrst acts to play at
stadium:mk and Sunday night
needn’t be such a bore with the
arrival of new Madcap based promo
Buffering.
We talk with LA-risers Vintage
Trouble who are making friends
quicker than David Cameron makes
enemies.
It was actually Later with Jools
Holland that gave them a big break,
and from that one performance they
became the sixth most trending topic
on Twitter...in the world.
“There is nothing that could have prepared
us for what happened and the response blew us
away,” front man Ty Taylor said.
2011 wasn’t been a bad year for the guys – a
debut album hit the racks and they toured with
Bon Jovi. Nice work if you can get it.
The Midsummer Fayre turns a quiet Campbell
Park into a noise fest with three days of superb
new city talent. Shall we do it all over next year?
It would be rude not to.

AUGUST
WE speak to former Pussycat Doll turned Jupitor
Rising lass Kimberly Wyatt: “A lot of people get
stuck in a cycle, but we are meant to evolve and
grow, and have new experiences...” she says of her
departure from the girl ‘band’.
Capdown are out of retirement and back in play
and the boys do the business with a hometown gig
at The Craufurd Arms.
Urban ace Zaheer teams up with London fella
Swami Baracus for The Recipe, a perfect slice of
musical cheer.
Lionsex announce a new guitarist. From this
point forward Jakk Vanity will swell their numbers
and beef up their sounds.
They’ve inked a record deal too, doncha know...
Metal mob TesseracT have had a swell time of it
in 2011. Their debut album made the right noises
with people and they have toured all over.
In August they unveil a new frontman with an
intimate club date at The Craufurd, and Gary
Numan tells us that every musician is worthwhile.
“Anyone in a band is trying to make something
of their life, and that should be applauded, even if
their music is s***,” he says.
SEPTEMBER
ALL day charity fundraiser Bend Over Backwards
is raising awareness of Prostate cancer, and funds
for The Prostate Cancer Charity.
It launched as a tribute to Spaced Out drummer
Paul Steer and three years on has evolved into an
annual event: “It demonstrates a solidarity and
respect amongst our local musicians while paying
tribute to past players and raising money and
awareness for good causes,” said organiser Simon
Timmins. Rise To Remain tell us about the music
that ﬂoats their boat. As for the artist they would
like to bin? Front man Austin Dickinson has two:
“Kate Nash hogtied to Jamie T.
Mockney accents make my hair fall out...”
OCTOBER

ROCK N GROHL OVER: So that’s what
65,000 punters look like, top
ABOVE: Brian May with GO!s Sammy Jones
TESSERACT release an instrumental version
of their debut album One, Enter Shikari’s Chris
Batten lets us peek inside his record collection.
“Most embarrassing record? I bought a Spice
Girls single once, when I was in primary school!”
It is 20 years since Nevermind hit the racks and
changed the course of music.
The anniversary of Nirvana’s classic is
celebrated locally with a bash at The Craufurd
Arms.
NOVEMBER
CAPDOWN take their winning style to London’s
Koko venue, and in town, rock n roll is thriving,
thanks to cool cats Lionsex.
The band has inked a distribution deal with
Universal Records and release the debut album
Get It to plenty of positivity.
Big things are promised by the big hair brigade,
and the future looks good for the swagger-set.
Adam Ficek returns with new album British
Plastic.
It is the third release under the Roses Kings
Castle moniker: “The album was put together
after the Babyshambles collapse,” Adam told City
Nights.
“I sunk the remaining coppers I had into
creating a makeshift recording space...the goal
with this album was to make it sonically ‘angrier’
and bigger compared to my last ventures.”
The annual Movember campaign is going
well, with Mo Bros growing hairy top lips all over
the country to raise funds in the battle against
prostate and testicular cancer.
Marshall Ampliﬁcation are one of the main
backers of the appeal, and lead the way from their
HQ in Bletchley,
DECEMBER
NAPALM Death return to the new city, and South
Sea Company make tracks to the Craufurd Arms
too, to promote their debut album, Home.
Madcap Arts Centre hosts a tasty assembly of
the area’s hip hop and rap pack.
Hip Hop Owes Me Money is the brainchild of
Criminal Minds DJ and producer Spatts, B boy
pioneer Martin Reilly and promoter Jon Chase.
“It’s not about nostalgia,” Spatts explained,
“Because real hip hop still thrives below the
radar...music that was easily as life changing as
punk or acid house.
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The curtain falls on a
superb, theatrical year
JANUARY
IT might be January, but at MK Theatre, everyone
is still in Panto mood, writes Sammy Jones.
In-between shows, we catch up with Dirk
Benedict who spills the beans on his ﬁrst panto
experience, his reclusive lifestyle, healthy eating
plan and of course, The A-Team.
Dirk played ladies man Face in the show, which
was universally loved.
“Ronald Reagan loved us, “ Dirk said.
“Mr T used to go to the White House and play
Santa Claus. I met Karl Rove, George Bush the
second’s right-hand man, and he told me they
used to sing The A Team theme in meetings every
now and then...”
Reassuringly...
At The Stables, guitarist Larry Miller and
enduring alt-ers Three Bonzo’s and a Piano are
among a decidedly varied line-up.
At MK G, new ﬁlm makers from the area get the
chance to show off their abilities, with a proﬁle
from the MK Film Network.
FEBRUARY
ALISON Steadman returns to MK Theatre in the
Noel Coward classic Blithe Spirit.
MK Theatre of Comedy deliver a real classic when
they bring Fawlty Towers to the stage.
Ticket sales are swift, to say the least.
Matthew Bourne never fails at perfection, and
when the debut tour of Cinderella arrives, it is
another awesome slice, although this production
is set in the 1940s, with a backdrop of blitz hit
London.
“Most people ﬁnd it a little more conventional
than a lot of the things I do,” he told me.
“But people know the story of Cinderella and
they really enjoy seeing it told in this different way,
within the context of a different place and time, so
it is quite unique as well.”
Zombie man Rod Argent cuts loose his Desert
Island Discs with Jazz Matters at The Stables
If Hamlet is a perfect piece of Shakespeare,
then it needs a suitably great actor to play the part
– Welcome Rory Kinnear to MK Theatre...
MARCH
THE Imperial Ice Stars are in Milton Keynes.
If you’ve ever wanted to see what 26 World,
European and National Championship Skaters
look like, this was the show to see.
When they skate out, Calendar Girls comes in,
with the all-star cast featuring Lynda Bellingham,
Jennifer Ellison, Ruth Madoc and Danielle Lineker.
Who’s that soaking up a performance?
Oh ‘eck, it’s that there Gary Barlow...
APRIL
WHOSE Turn Is It Anyway? brings humour to the
fore, when the team go live with another session of
unrehearsed, off the cuff sketches.
Laughter is for the taking at The Stables too with
the arrival of Imran Yusuf. Or would you rather
Mock The Week regular Milton Jones?

JACQUI DANKWORTH

It’s giggle-tastic.
Northern Ballet Company deliver a beautiful
production of Cleopatra, and ahead of his starring
role in Jeffrey Bernard is Unwell, we enjoy a lovely
natter with Robert Powell.
Really, it is a 37 page monologue with
interuptions.
“I took on this huge ‘never leave the stage part’
he admits, “but I always tell young actors, if it
doesn’t scare you, don’t do it.”
And despite the efﬁng and blinding in the piece,
no-one has taken offence,
“I thought the audience would have been
clanking seats at that point, but it’s not so.
“The thing with my audience is a lot of them
picked me up as a twentysomething and travelled
with me.”
Avenue Q is a marvellous piece of puppet power
for adults and an absolute season highlight at MK
Theatre.
In fact, we are smiling as we remember Trekkie
Monster’s song. But it’s far too rude for a family
newspaper such as this...
The Chameleons honour the Royal Wedding by
staging Great British Street Party. The question is,
did they sink as much champagne by 12.30pm as I
did that day?
MAY
THE secret is out so far as The Secret Sisters
are concerned, and their Stables show sells out
quicker than you can say ‘Shhhh!’
Other cool names at the Wavendon venue this
month? Songbird Clare Teal, Rufus’ dad Loudon
Wainwright III and The Zombies.
Thriller Live is full of crotch grabbing, slick
moves and white gloves as musical tribute is given
to The King of Pop.
Star of the show? Undoubtedly, ‘little’ Michael...
who will soon show up as an undiscovered talent
on Britain’s Got Talent.
Not so wet behind the ears, after all then...
Also at MK T, a man whose knowledge of baggy
trousers is astounding, Madness fella Suggs.
At Madcap, Pepper’s Ghost Theatre Company
present A Midsummer Night’s Dream and McNeil
and Pamphilon, taking care of new city talent
JUNE
MK Amateur Operatic Society are Footloose, and
ready to kick off their Sunday shoes, and at MK
Theatre, Strictly Come Dancing fans are in for a
treat, with Vincent Simone and Flavia Cacace at
play in Midnight Tango.
The Music in the Garden season launches at the
Rectory Gardens, and when the sun shines it is a
belter of a setting for some sweet jazz and easy
listening.
Igglepiggle and Upsy Daisy make tracks to the
gorgeous gardens of Woburn Abbey for a new
production of In The Night Garden.
Wet Wet Wet fella Marti Pellow takes the lead
in Jekyll & Hyde at MK Theatre, but not for long...
a fellow performer accidentally wallops Marti

A TOP CAST FOR TOP HAT:
Summer Strallen and Tom
Chambers
onstage, leaving the cartilage in his nose badly
bruised.
Tread The Boards Theatre group is a quarter
of a century old in 2011 which is something to
celebrate, and how do they do it?
By presenting a footie tribute to the Bard – back
of the net!
JULY
THERE isn’t a wooden show at MK Theatre this
month, but there is a woollen one, with the arrival
of Shaun the Sheep bringing a ﬂeece of the action
to the new city.
As the Music in the Garden Season continues,
Alec Dankworth and his daughter Emily assemble
under the canopy for a set of Spanish inﬂuenced
sounds.
Rain stops play for Jacqui Dankworth the
following week, but she returns later to wrap up
the festival with the launch for her new album It
Happens Quietly.
Ludamus Theatre group are 20 years old and
celebrate their birthday with performances of
Carlos The Hapless Peasant Vs The Whirligig of
Time. Rolls off the tongue, wouldn’t you say?
AUGUST
JACQUI Dankworth shares the story of her
aforementioned album, It Happens Quietly with us.
The album is particularly poignant, seeing as
how she started work on the opus with her father
before he passed away in 2010.
Jacqui’s mum, Dame Cleo Laine has given her
seal of approval: “I think mum likes it..she said she
found it very moving...”
Milton Keynes Theatre celebrates its ﬁrst world
premiere when Top Hat, starring Tom Chambers
and Summer Strallen, debuts here.
Some of the snooty critics are hardly salivating,
but ticket sales and the general opinion is that the
work is fantastic.
“It was a cake of two halves,” Tom told us,
recalling opening night, “One half was excitement,
one half nerves. It was a historic moment and one
I will cherish and never forget.”

Elmer the colourful patchwork elephant comes up
trumpety-trump-trumps.
Lee Hurst is breaking out the funnies for the ﬁrst
time in a decade and chooses The Stables as one
of his ﬁrst venues.
Another ex-EastEnder is in town too: Gillian
Taylforth apears in Bloody Hell, combining
personal testimonies and dance from local youth
groups in aid of Leukaemia and Lymphoma
Research.
NOVEMBER
HALF a century has passed since genius writers
Alan Simpson and Ray Galton penned classic
comedy Steptoe & Son.
They are guests of honour as MK Theatre of
Comedy presents a Steptoe performance at The
Chrysalis Theatre in Willen.
English National Ballet pay homage to George
Gershwin with glamour and razzamatazz all the
way at MK Theatre – 67 dancers tap, twirl and
jete their way through timeless classics, and
Longueville Little Theatre Company deliver their
debut performance of Shakespearean classic The
Merry Wives of Windsor.
DECEMBER
DAME Cleo steps up at the venue she founded with
her annual Christmas shows at The Stables.
She also takes a starring role at the 85th
birthday celebrations of Tony Bennett, duetting
with the great man. Two genuine legends at work
showing how it should be done. Awesome.
Panto’s are busting out all over town, and at
MK Theatre, Gareth Gates is leading the way in
Aladdin: “Arrogance and ego is not what I’m about
and I don’t expect it around me,” he tells GO!
But this cast are having a ball together: “The
cast are great, really good fun,” he beams, “...they
are all lovely people.”

SEPTEMBER
MILTON Keynes welcomes a legend of the stage
and screen when Sir Ian McKellen takes the lead
as Don Antonio in the ﬁrst British staging of The
Syndicate.
“I am playing an inner city godfather...he has a
smile on his face and a gun in his hand.
“He is someone that is trying to do good, and his
aim in life is to stop the violence, stop the crime...”
Sir Ian told us.
“Then, while the play is on in Chichester and
we are looking forward to the tour, suddenly the
whole of the UK erupts, there is violence on the
streets and the police don’t seem to be able to
keep order...suddenly it seems to be much more
relevant than it was when we started rehearsing...”
The Stables presents shows by Del Bromham
and The Boy with Tape on his Face, and for new
city-based MK Theatre of Comedy it is all about
sarcastic wit when they tackle the genius scripts
that are Blackadder the Third
Warren Clarke stars in Three Days in May.
OCTOBER
SAM Womack washed EastEnders right out of her
hair and treads the boards for a hugely successful
run at MK Theatre, and at Stantonbury Campus

LIKE FATHER, LIKE
SON: Because it’s
Steptoe & Son

